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GRADES K–6 

PHARAOH-CIOUS FACES. Literature can be a great inspiration 
for art making. Other times, art can inspire great writing. Teacher 
Jerri Palmquist may have brought even more than two disciplines 
together in her lesson, because she connected ancient history along 
with music, visual arts and language arts. Palmquist also collaborated 
with a colleague teaching a sixth-grade social studies unit on Egypt.

Giuseppe Verdi wrote the opera, Aida, in 1871. The famous and 
accomplished opera singer, Leontyne Price, first starred in the title 
role in 1957. After retiring from opera, Price wrote a book version of 
the tale of Aida in 1997. This book, with its evocative illustrations by 
Leo and Diane Dillon, is what Palmquist reads to her students as they 
work. She says, “We frequently connect our lessons to literature, and the 
illustrations are a beautiful visual reference for the project. Connecting 
the lesson to the social studies unit always helps make the project more 
meaningful to the students.”

Palmquist requires her students to write their reflections on their 
work. The mixed-media pieces combine oil pastels, metallic paint, 
and glitter. Many students expressed frustration with blending oil 
pastels, and one declared she did not like using glitter. Yet another 
loved the glitter, and even named his imaginative and original dragon 
Pharaoh, King Bling.

NATIONAL ART STANDARDS: Grade 6

CREATE: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work. • Refine 
and complete artistic work.
CONNECT: Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural 
and historical context to deepen understanding.

In the Studio: Create and Present
Annotations and lesson connections on these pages by Tara Cady Sartorius, 
Program Director, Alabama Arts Alliance

How to use the A&A Monthly Art Print: Carefully unbend the staples at the 

center of the magazine, pull the print up and out of the magazine. 

Rebend staples to keep magazine intact. Laminate the pulled-out section 

and use it as a resource in your art room. — Editor

Art by 6th-grade students of Jerri Palmquist from Oakley Elementary School in Oakley, Kansas.

GRADES 7–12

CAIRO, CONTOURS AND CONNECTIONS. At first glance they look 
Egyptian, but on second glance they go far beyond ancient tradition.

Art teacher Nancy Brooks found a way to apply the practice 
of using contour lines to create the impression of relief carving of 
Egyptian-inspired imagery. The lyrical lines and imaginative borrow-
ing of Egyptian sources makes her student works stand out. Some 
students opted to take their interpretations to an extreme. The image 
of a nonchalant Anubis soaking his feet (nay, paws!) in the Nile River 
is rather unforgettable.

Brooks reflects, “We talked about contour maps and how they fol-
low the shape of the land. I used Egyptian subject matter … and told 
students they would use contour lines to further describe the objects. We 
also looked at various Egyptian designs to create the borders.”

While the hieroglyphics on the borders surrounding the draw-
ings do not have specific meaning, the addition of the Egyptian and 
other personal symbols adds to the charm of the work. Brooks has 
invented new possibilities for drawing through the re-presentation of 
ancient imagery in a contemporary style. 

When asked how she might change the lesson, she says, “I liked 
the color pencils used on the drawings, but maybe I would try oil pastels 
on larger paper. Even watercolors and ink would be interesting.”

NATIONAL ART STANDARDS: High School (Advanced)

CREATE: Choose from a range of materials and methods of tradi-
tional and contemporary artistic practices, following or breaking 
established conventions, to plan the making of multiple works of art 
and design based on a theme, idea, or concept.
CONNECT: Synthesize knowledge of social, cultural, historical, and 
personal life with art-making approaches to create meaningful works 
of art or design.

Art by students of Nancy Brooks from Camden County High School, Kingsland, Georgia
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